Archeology of tattoos and other brands in the contemporary body: the mystical stigma to body art

Abstract
This study aims to characterize the phenomena of tattoos, piercings and other brands and signals produced along the body length, so expressive among teenagers and young contemporaries, to then relate them to other cultural events involving the body, located in the religious field and the other in the aesthetic: the mystical stigma and body art, respectively. The three events (tattoos and piercings, body art and mystical stigma), although in its own way and according to the temporal and ideological circumstances that have defined, show the plastic character of the meat, as a guarantee for the subject of virtual triumph over natural.
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Introduction
In contemporary times, they have drawn the attention of clinicians and researchers to self-harm, especially in the bodies of young people.1 Such lesions can be grouped in two main areas: one on social acceptance and other directed by critics of the group of belonging of the subject in question. Tattoos and piercings are housed in the first category, while the cuts, mechanically caused and accompanied by the passive contemplation of bloodshed on the part of its author, cause, immediately, a rejection by the community. Especially for the latter cases, we turn the attention of psychoanalysts, psychologists and doctors, since such phenomena require interventions in an attempt to preserve the health not only mental but also physical. It is clear that self-inflicted marks present in the eyes of scholars as a result of psychic phenomena of highly complex logic.

Tattoos and other interventions on the body of significant contemporary expression

Historical considerations about the practice of tattoos
Applications on body length are present in all civilizations and were constituted as ritual involving certain liturgical practices throughout human history. It has news inscriptions on the body since the dawn of humanity. The practice of tattooing is not suited to Jewish ideology: in the biblical book of Leviticus (19:28), is a direct reference to prohibition of incisions in the body. Dating back two thousand years before the Christian era, in ancient Egypt, brands were found in the abdominal region of Amunet mummy (2160-1994 BC); the marks on the mummy’s body were interpreted as allusions to fertility rituals (cf.superabril.com.br). In Greco-Roman antiquity, the etymology of the words nomeavam entries in the human body came from stig root, which means prick. For these civilizations, over the centuries, the diffusion of the practice of tattooing has been facilitated by sea shipment, the usual leading to the most distant points of the globe. The culture of the tattoo was a ship’s culture, spread by sailors, who also exercised the craft of tattoo artists. The practice of tattooing exerted a strong presence in closed institutions such as prisons and barracks. Confinement seems to encourage incisions in the body surface itself, so that such surface serves to subject it to record elements of their personal history lived in a different context that made up their original references. Thus, one might think that the main dynamic that mobilizes the production of marks on the body itself is driven by the desire to avoid the risk of separating from the story itself. More recently, at the height of the Enlightenment mentality, with the expansionist fury of Europeans, they are recognized as tattooed bodies of the peoples of Polynesia, which was recorded in the logbook of the expedition chief, James Cook, in 1780, even this record, is the first word that gave rise to the term tattoo: tatau, of Tahitian origin, whose meaning is related to the act of marking the skin with sharp objects and pigments.2 The technique involves injecting a pigment in the skin is formed so that a stain on the skin surface. Throughout the history of the West, the incidence and spread of such practices were present, more or less ideological expression.

In the contemporary era, for example, the practice of tattooing has a significant expression bodies. From the 1970s, the twentieth century began to spread various rebel movements to social conventions, such as the punks, for example. In these contexts, tattoos and other productions on the body portray the search for a personal uniqueness, amid pageantry parade of options to try to anchor a recognizable identity himself.3

Identification and mapping the flesh
From an anthropological point of view, one can think of the practice of printing physical marks on the skin as a possibility to bring own personal history inscribed in the body. It touches different types of cultural experiences: religious rituals, the identification of strategies and belonging to a group, the definition of a social, aesthetic appeal of ornamentation, the need for camouflage, among others. While message to groups associated with the power, the tattoos can express a transgression of attitude to standards imposed by the dominant social ideology. The tattoo stimulates the body’s exposure by forcing the expansion of the limits of tolerance and acceptance of the group in relation to dealing with it. Increasingly, it is acceptable reprocess it at own will, at whim, according to the most eccentric refinements.
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In contemporary times, swarming ‘maneiras to treat the body so that it reaches the maximum performance: functional and aesthetic. minimalistic techniques and diets of physical education, involving stretching and strength, guarantee an efficient body functioning, integrated with nature conservation requirements; garments that shape the body so that it is obtained an increasingly optimized performance as finitude resistance insignia; reformulation of body mass by surgery and other ortoprácticas techniques. All this suggests the body as a display screen for signs marked it thus opens the possibility to model it, set it up, dress it. Entries in the body can also act as a way to sanctify everything, to offer you a second skin,

A perspective of more metaphysical trends may place the marks of tattoos and other skin inscriptions on the aesthetic level. Body surface, in this sense, acts as a screen just like the one in which the painter will enter the strokes of your brush, or the stone block within which the sculptor find, after much chopping, the ideal way to fix his work in the objective world. The body taken as a work allows redefinition by two parts: the plasticity, i.e. the transformation of an uninterpreted and, as a result of this, the cultural construction of the body as the message to be decrypted. The body, in these conditions, updates the function of absolute Other for the subject. It establishes, as well, a pattern of relationships between him and his body as otherness.

The marketing aspect settles comfortably: there is something for everyone. Ideology related to tattoos and other body inscriptions developed in such contexts. Always, for them, there is a character, but of choice, at least for membership, ritualistic. The subject recognizes in the concreteness of body marks a material sign of their evanescent existence. It is recognized as adept to an ideology, in some similar company. The sign on the skin makes it a protective surface symbolically against the uncertainty of the world; the body confers an affiliation via a rite of passage: moving body moves itself. All this seems authenticated by the shedding of blood and the perception of pain. Some psychoanalytic inspiration of research emphasizes the logic of this IDs in interest in the practice of tattooing. At the same time, membership mark to a particular group, expressed by the ritual inscription insignia on the body and the symbolic meaning attributed to its visionary content, and its differentiation as a single subject, so well put by psychoanalytic thinking that goes beyond its primarily natural value and assumes the vehicle condition of a message about the skin. The inherent resistance flesh consistency can be overcome by forming a loop, i.e. a ‘libido investment’. The elasticity of libido allows the establishment with various types of objects: with a specific circumstance of life, a person, a group or an ideology. The pain that follows the production of the brand aims to enrich the act with the imaginary consistency. Mass membership of people in relation to tattoos and other body inscriptions like the piercings, the scarring can be explained by the fact that the painful manipulation techniques of the body itself are related to a transcendent purpose, namely, to overcome the pain physics, or at least not give him credit, ‘however, the pain is not valued, not redemptrix or initiation, not even a limit - is indifferent, no one owns it’. However, the perception of pain, watered by the blood flow, acts as imaginary witness the consistency of the scene that takes place in such circumstances. Several research support in the establishment of relationships between clinical facts and traditional psychoanalytic concepts such as death drive, masochism etc. Giving the skin to be drilled and then filled with a dye involves the perception of taking the body as an inscription surface and communication, idea so well put by psychoanalytic thinking that goes beyond its primarily natural value and assumes the vehicle condition of a message about the history of the subject. The skin surface boundary confirms its role, the transition between inside and outside. Such impressions are given immediately, not being fully supported by the symbolic operations making it necessary to use the imaginary consistency, ie, the specific brand dug in meat and blood testified.

The body as limit

David Le Breton, to analyze the phenomena related to tattoos and piercings, take the body from the perspective of a sort of snapshot of the subject picture. Highlights the temporal aspect involved in autointuizdas physical metamorphoses. However, the succession can be endless, from a conceptual point of view, but runs out against


an eminently physical perspective, natural. Although ultimately, the body continues to be an insurmountable limit. The body interventions will expand in scale: tattooing, piercing, transsexualism, producing anomalies in certain regions of the body, the performances. The issue of meat plasticity takes on the height of his radicalism in some artistic forms grouped under the name of body art, inhabiting a territory between the fine arts and the performing arts. The French artist Orlan transforms into body art in carnal art, as she called it, surgical interventions for the remodeling of the body, filmed and broadcast video. Under these conditions, the body is located beyond the pain. “In the operating performance, the artist demystifies the surgery, since she herself decides to turn his body as subject of the action, in a position to serve the Science of mastery to question the science itself”. The idea of permanence of the organic substance gives rise to a totally transmuted body, of which the voice, word only support left unchanged.

Marina Abramovic, exponent of contemporary art, born in Bulgaria and resident in Italy, revolutionized the idea of performance putting to the test the body, its limits and its expressive power; the artist proposes a body without limits. The confrontation with the pain is controllable, which want to prove extreme situations staged by some actors of body art. The work embodied in the artist’s body, and for that he needs your double that in each performance, is assumed by the public, which, in turn, is involved in a collective experience that questions the ordinary nature of existence and everyday behavior rules; it is as if the artist offered his hand to the viewer “and the success of the operation depends on how and how much the viewer is willing to accept it”. It is essential that the public cooperate with the artist, as this needs to be confirmed in their identity. With the “work”, it establishes a relation of otherwise and it is from this experience that envisions for the artist the possibility of self-consciousness, according to Merleau-Ponty (1994), the work is part of the body itself and this carnality warrants to be a prehuman existence. The body modifications want to prove that the body is malleable; never reaches a definitive form, the body is always to be done in an unfinished and imperfect form.

**Mystic stigmas: archeology of contemporary body inscriptions**

The liturgy of the body that has marked and wounded with sharp objects, blades and pins has a long history. The most striking body insignia of Christian imagery is the possibility of the appearance of the wounds of the Passion of Christ in the body of a believer. Until the thirteenth century, the desire to identify with Christ by some mystics and mystical was updated in physical conformation by the impact of a sharp object. The classical hagiografia lists some examples, and BI Cristina Spoletto (†1458) or Elisabeth Herkenrode (†1275). With St. Francis of Assisi (1182-1226), comes in the psychological dimension: the desire to identify with Christ is able to trigger the physical stimulus that could break the surface of the skin, however, can not completely rule out the possibility that the injury would be produced mechanically by the subject in an altered state consciousness so he could not later remember your act, giving it an enigmatic origin. In addition to the own history of tattooing and other body marks, they developed also other manifestations in specific contexts such as religious, in which the ascetic practices and sacrifice entailed in bringing the body to the various forms of exhaustion. The classic mystical stigmata so familiar to Christian mysticism has an obvious kinship. Its alleged transcendental origin, however, puts them on a level above. The brand, accordingly, runs contrary to the logic of the tattoos of concentration camps or slave, i.e, it has a prerogative value election. Another approach point between tattoos and Mystic stigmas relates to coloring pigments used in the first case and the loose blood in the second. In the narratives about the dynamics of stigmatization, membership must be guaranteed with a mark on the body. Purely symbolic resources are not enough to fix some elements of the chain of words, then the body has to make that temping.

**Final considerations**

The interest in tattoos and other interventions in the body, such as piercings, scarring that the intensified and expanded remarkably in recent decades dialogues with other phenomena that had incidence in historical times of various ideologies, but have similar characteristics and common structures. It should be taken into account, from the 1960s and 1970s, the simultaneity of the cutting edge of body art and that incalculable increase in the interest of people, especially young people and adolescents to practice painful incisions in the body. Distancing themselves further in time, you can make use of the mystical stigmatization phenomenon, defined within the Christian mystic. This phenomenon has several elements in common with the radical contemporary interventions in the body, although it is defined in a different ideological and aesthetic context. In summary, the mystical stigmata may be seized according to three perspectives of a general nature, which also are present in these mass contemporary phenomena in relation to adolescents and young people: the inscription as material presence of a virtual reality, such as signal belonging to a group and to support an identity recognized; the value of printed bodily sensation as pain and blood; and the instantaneous character of each image, i.e,
Stigmatization and contemporary body marks always appeal to the plasticity of the flesh, which suggests and tries to immortalize the triumph of language. The power of desire can trivialize the pain and exempt from the natural rules. That seems to be what the guy wants to witness when it presents for himself and the other a calculatedly martyred body.
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